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Abstract—In public spaces, there are a number of different
contents such as visitors, physical information resources, and
virtual information resources via their embedded output devices
(e.g., displays and speakers). Therefore, we might unexpectedly
enter the public spaces that have our unfavorable characteristics
(e.g., dismal and dangerous) and/or our unwanted information.
For this problem, we have proposed a model and architecture
of “Secure Spaces”, which provide access control over public
output devices and entry control over electrical lockable doors to
prevent visitors from entering the public spaces that have their
unfavorable characteristics and/or their unwanted information
according to their access policies for spaces or information, that
is, what spaces or information they do not want to access. This
paper tackles how to extract information for making access or
entry decisions in Secure Spaces from very large text corpora
such as the Web to enables users to more flexibly specify their
access policies by keyword-based expressions in practice.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In recent years, how to make physical spaces smarter has
become one of the hottest topics in the research field of
ubiquitous/pervasive computing. Smart Spaces [6] are often
physically isolated environments such as rooms, which are
made smart by various information communication technolo-
gies. They would be much more convenient for information
access in the future. Meanwhile, information security has also
become very significant in any situation, especially in public
places such as indoor work places, educational facilities,
healthcare centers and so on. The amount of physical or
virtual information resources which should be protected in the
physical world grows exponentially.

Physical environments are becoming smart but not always
secure. When a virtual (computational) information resource
is requested to access by a user via an output device, con-
ventional access control systems make a decision on whether
the user should be granted or denied to access the resource
based on its access policies and surely enforce the access
decision. However, even if the requester is authorized by it,
it should not be immediately offered to her via the output
device, because there might be its unauthorized users as well
as the authorized requester around the output device, especially
in public places. Meanwhile, when a user enters a physical
environment, the user might hate its real characteristics (e.g.,
degrees of dismal and danger) and/or be forced to access her
unwanted information resources unexpectedly.

In our previous works [1], [2], we have aimed at making
Smart Spaces always secure in the real world, and defined
Secure Spaces as physical isolated environments where any
resource is always protected from its unauthorized objects
with respect to information security, that is, any information
resource is always protected from being accessed by its
unauthorized visitors, while any visitor is always protected
from being pushed her unwanted information resources on.

In this paper, we propose a method to extract information
for making access or entry decisions in Secure Spaces from
very large text corpora such as the Web, especially the Weblog,
and also improve our previous architecture of Secure Spaces
and mechanism of space entry control by adding the concept
of the Weblog sensor, in order to enables users to specify their
access policies by keyword-based expressions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 improves our previous architecture of Secure Spaces and
mechanism of space entry control. Section 3 proposes a
method to mine the Weblog for access decision-making in
Secure Spaces. Section 4 shows several experimental results
to validate the method. Section 5 introduces related works.
Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.
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II. SECURESPACES

In this section, we improve our previous architecture of
Secure Spaces and mechanism of space entry control in order
to enable users to more flexibly specify their access policies
for not only information resources but also Secure Spaces.

A. Architecture

To build Secure Spaces in the real world by using our
space entry control based on their dynamically changing
contents such as their visitors, physical information resources
and virtual information resources via their embedded output
devices, each Secure Space requires the following facilities
(shown in Figure 1 in the previous page).

• Space Management: is responsible for managing a Se-
cure Space, that is, for constantly figuring out its contents
such as its visitors, its embedded physical resources
and virtual resources outputted via its embedded output
devices and also for ad-hoc making an authorization
decision on whether an entry request to enter it by a
visitor or a physical/virtual resource should be granted
or denied.

• User/Object Authentication: is responsible for authen-
ticating what physical entity such as a user or a physical
resource requests to enter or exit the Secure Space (e.g.,
by using Radio Frequency IDentification or biometrics
technologies) and also for notifying it to the space man-
agement.

• Electrically Lockable Door: is responsible for electri-
cally locking or unlocking itself, that is, for assuredly
enforcing entry control over physical entities such as
users and physical resources, according to instructions
by the space management.

• Physically Isolating Opaque Wall: is responsible for
physically isolating inside a Secure Space from outside
there with regard to information access, that is, for
validating our assumption that any user inside a Secure
Space can view any resource inside the Secure Space
while any user outside the Secure Space can never any
resource inside the Secure Space.

In addition to the above four facilities that our previous
system architecture also has,

• Real Sensor: is responsible for physically sensing inside
a Secure Space for its real characteristics to make access
decisions in the Secure Space and also for notifying the
sensor data stream to the space management. For exam-
ple, thermometers, hygrometers, (security) cameras, and
so forth. Note that a Secure Space does not always equip
all of the real-sensing devices necessary to check whether
or not the Secure Space meets a user’s preference.

• Weblog Sensor: is responsible for logically sensing the
Weblog for the approximate characteristics of each Secure
Space to make access decisions in the Secure Space
and also for notifying the Web-mined data to the space
management. Note that any Secure Space does not have
to equip the extra devices.

B. Space Entry Control

When a user requests to enter a Secure Space, our entry
control system will make an entry decision on whether the en-
try request should be granted or denied, by checking whether
or not the requester is granted to access by all information
resources inside the Secure Space and whether or not the
Secure Space itself as well as all information resources inside
the Secure Space are granted to be accessed by the requester, in
order to protect her preference as well as information security
for all contents of the Secure Space.

If the Secure Space is not granted to be accessed by
the requester because its real characteristics (e.g., degrees of
dismal or danger) which the requester has not yet experienced
by herself are unfavorable for the requester, our entry control
system has only one approach of preventing the requester from
entering the Secure Space.

If the requester is not granted to access by at least one
physical information resource inside the Secure Space or if
at least one physical information resource inside the Secure
Space is not granted to be access by the requester, our entry
control system has also only one approach of preventing the
requester from entering the Secure Space (shown in Figure 2).

Meanwhile, if the requester is not granted to access by at
least one virtual information resource via an output device
embedded inside the Secure Space or if at least one virtual
information resource is not granted to be access by the
requester, our entry control system has two approaches of not
only preventing the requester from entering the Secure Space
but also permitting the requester to enter the Secure Space after
revoking the virtual information resource (shown in Figure 3).
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Our formalized model of space entry control for Secure
Spaces is summarized as follows.

• Secure Space, Users, andPhysical/Virtual Resources:
are atomic model entities and are denoted byS, U, PR,
andVR respectively.

• Our model functions to keep up on the set of ad-hoc
entities in each Secure Space and evaluate the weight of
its dynamically changing contents:

– cu : S → 2U, is a function mapping each Secure
Spaces, to the set of its Containing Userscu (s).

– cpr : S → 2PR, is a function mapping each Secure
Spaces, to the set of its Containing Physical Re-
sourcescpr (s).

– cvr : S → 2VR, is a function mapping each Se-
cure Spaces, to the set of its Containing Virtual
Resourcescvr (s).

– w: S × 2U × 2PR × 2VR → R, is a function
mapping a set of contentscu (s), cpr (s) andcvr (s)
in each Secure Spaces, to its evaluated Weight
w(s, cu (s), cpr (s), cvr (s)).

• User’s Access Policy: is an access policy defined as
a 2-tuple of a User and her qualified Secure Space or
Physical/Virtual Resource.

UAP⊆ U× O, whereO= S∪ PR∪ VR.

• Physical/Virtual Resource’s Access Policy: is an access
policy defined as a 2-tuple of a Physical/Virtua Resource
and its qualified User.

PRAP⊆ PR× U, andVRAP⊆ VR× U.

• Authorization for Users: grants an entry request that a
Useru requests to enter a Secure Spaces, if and only if
any of the Secure Space and contents inside there grants
the user to access itself and is granted to be accessed
by the user or if the weightw(s, u) in case of granting
the user to enter there after revoking any virtual resource
inside there which denies the user to access itself or is
denied to be accessed by the user is higher than the
weight w(s) in case of denying the user to enter there.

∀u ∈ U,∀s ∈ S, authU (u, s) = grant

⇔ ((u, s) ∈ UAP∧ apr (s, u) = cpr (s))
∧{(avr (s, u) = cvr (s)) ∨ (w(s, u) ≥ w(s))},

whereau(s, u), apr (s, u) or avr (s, u) is the Assump-
tive set of Users, Physical Resources or Virtual Resources
inside the Secure Spaces after granting the Useru to
enter there and regulating its contents to keep secure.

au(s, u) = cu (s) ∪ {u},
apr (s, u) = {pr ∈ cpr (s)|(pr, u) ∈ PRAP

and (u, pr) ∈ UAP},
avr (s, u) = {vr ∈ cvr (s)|(vr, u) ∈ VRAP

and (u, vr) ∈ UAP},
w(s) = w(s, cu (s), cpr (s), cvr (s))

w(s, u) = w(s, au(s, u), apr (s, u), avr (s, u)).

III. W EBLOG SENSOR

The Weblog sensor mines Weblog documents for access
decision-making in each Secure Space, that is, for its approx-
imate characteristics necessary to check whether or not the
Secure Space meets a user’s preference.

Let’s suppose that a user specifies her access policies for
Secure Spaces by using a keyword-based expressionkw. For
example, the user does not want to enter any Secure Space
whose degree of “Yuutsu (dismal)” or “Kiken (danger)” is
enough high. And that the user requests to enter a Secure
Spaces at a current timet2. In order to extract its approximate
degree of a keyword-based expressionkw for the Secure Space
s from Weblog documents by using text mining techniques,
we have to convert its logical identitys to some linguistic
description, that is, its place-namesn. Note that any Secure
Space can be assigned multiple place-names to. For example,
the Secure Space shown in Figure 4 is annotated by “Gion”
and “Kyoto” (which geographically contains “Gion”).

In general, an approximate degree of a Secure Spaces for
a keyword-based expressionkw at a timet2 is defined as

WeblogSensort2(s, kw) :=∑
sn∈N(s)

∑
t1∈T (t2)

weight[t1,t2]
(sn, kw) · 1

area(sn)
· 1
t2 − t1

,

where N(s) stands for a set of place-names assigned to a
Secure Spaces, T (t2) stands for a set of time points before a
current timet2 (e.g., a time pointt1 is defined as a day/month
before t2), area(sn) stands for the geographical area of a
place-namesn, and

weight[t1,t2](sn, kw) :=
Pr[t1,t2](sn|kw)

Pr(kw)
,

Pr[t1,t2](kw|sn) :=
bf[t1,t2](sn ∧ kw)

bf[t1,t2](sn)
,

Pr(kw) :=
bf(kw)

N
,

where bf[t1,t2](q) stands for the number of searched Weblog
documents by submitting a queryq with an optional time-
interval [t1, t2] to such a Weblog search engine as Yahoo!
Blog Search [3] andN stands for the total number of Weblog
documents in the corpus of the Weblog search engine.
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t1 t2 Time

Space(-name)

SS

Fig. 4. Secure Space in “Gion” of “Kyoto”



IV. EXPERIMENT

First, we show two correlations on precipitation and traffic
accidents to validate whether our Weblog sensor can sense
phenomena in the real world. Next, we show several experi-
mental results as examples of our Weblog sensor.

A. Can the Weblog sense the Real World?

Figure 5 shows the correlation of the weighting function
weight(“Kyoto” , “Ame (rain)”) by our Weblog sensor with the
amount of precipitation in “Kyoto” reported by the AMeDAS
(Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System) of JMA
(Japan Meteorological Agency) [4] per day and month. The
correlation coefficients per day and month are0.624 and0.925
respectively. In fact, we can see their strong correlation, espe-
cially per month. In this case, our Weblog sensor has enough
strong correlation with the real world. If you want our Weblog
sensor to alert yourself when weight(“Kyoto” , “Ame”) > 1.8,
it is probable that you can protect yourself from the rain.
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Fig. 5. Correlation of the relatedness of words “Kyoto” and “Ame (rain)”
in the Weblog with the (real) amount of precipitation in “Kyoto” by the
AMeDAS of JMA per day and month

Figure 6 shows the correlation of the weighting function
weight(“Kyoto” , “Kotsu-Jiko (traffic accident)”) by our We-
blog sensor with the number of traffic accidents in “Ky-
oto” reported by the Kyoto Police [5] per day and month.
The correlation coefficients per day and month are0.290
and 0.123 respectively. In fact, we cannot see their strong
correlation, especially per month. In this case, our Weblog
sensor has weakish correlation with the real world. Even
if you want our Weblog sensor to alert yourself when
weight(“Kyoto” , “Kotsu-Jiko”) > 1.8, it is doubtful that you
can protect yourself from traffic accidents.
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Fig. 6. Correlation of the relatedness of words “Kyoto” and “Kotsu-Jiko
(traffic accident)” in the Weblog with the (real) number of traffic accidents in
“Kyoto” by the Kyoto Police per day and month

B. Examples of our Weblog Sensor

Figures 7, 8, 9, and 10 in the next page show the degrees
of “Yuutsu (dismal)”, “Konzatsu (crowd)”, “Kiken (danger)”,
and “Hanzai (crime)” respectively in Secure Spaces named by
“Kyoto”, “Gion”, and “Osaka” per day and month as examples
of our Weblog sensor.

These spaces are almost not dismal, while they are almost
crowded. Therefore, we cannot see the correlation of the
relatedness of “Yuutsu” and them with the relatedness of
“Konzatsu” and them in the Weblog. However, the degrees of
“Konzatsu” for them by our Weblog sensor seem to reflect the
real degrees of “Yuutsu” for them to some extent. Note that
the Gion-Matsuri (Gion Festival) which is one of the most
famous festivals in Japan takes place in July annually around
Gion in Kyoto. In fact, within a few days before its climax,
the Yamaboko-Junko, on July 17th, there are terribly crowded
and those who hate crowded spaces would become dismal.

“Kyoto” and “Osaka” (which are broader areas) are almost
dangerous and flooded with crimes, while “Gion” (which is
a narrower area) is almost not so. Therefore, we can see the
correlation of the relatedness of “Kiken” and them with the
relatedness of “Hanzai” and them in the Weblog. Note that the
degrees of “Hanzai” are more up-and-down than the degrees
of “Kiken” depending on time, not only per day but also
per month. And that crime-infested spaces imply dangerous
spaces. Therefore, the degrees of “Hanzai” by our Weblog
sensor might be better than the degrees of “Kiken” by our
Weblog sensor as an approximation to the real degrees of
“Kiken” for accee decision-making in Secure Spaces.
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Fig. 7. Degrees of “Yuutsu (dismal)” in a Secure Space named by “Kyoto”,
“Gion”, and “Osaka” by our Weblog sensor per day and month
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Fig. 8. Degrees of “Konzatsu (crowd)” in a Secure Space named by “Kyoto”,
“Gion”, and “Osaka” by our Weblog sensor per day and month
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Fig. 9. Degrees of “Kiken (danger)” in a Secure Space named by “Kyoto”,
“Gion”, and “Osaka” by our Weblog sensor per day and month
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V. RELATED WORK

Our work in this paper and some previous ones [1], [2] are
related to the research field of information security, especially
authentication and access control, for Smart Spaces [6], [7].
They are often physically isolated environments such as rooms
or buildings, which heterogeneous computing resources such
as user input/output devices, various (real) sensors, actuators or
communication apparatus are embedded in and which provide
advanced services for their visitors by cooperating with their
computational resources. They might have the capabilities to
observe the real world, to interpret the observation, to perform
reasoning on the interpretation, and then to perform some
actions based on the reasoning. They are also called Active
Spaces [8], Interactive Workspaces [9], Aware Homes [10],
EasyLiving [11] and so forth. In [12], utilizing a room with
two chambers for entry and exit, allows us to figure out those
who enter and exit the room, that is, to identify who is in
the room. When a user requests to enter a secured room in
which an embedded display is outputting a virtual information
resource that she does not have right to access, the room first
revokes the output session and then grants her to enter itself.
The secured room always denies nobody to enter itself unlike
our entry control model. The other works on information
access control for Smart Spaces include iSecurity which is
a security framework for iRoom as an Interactive Workspace
[9], a security architecture using Environment Roles for Aware
Homes [10], a role-based context-aware access control mech-
anism within Hyperglue for Intelligent Environments [13].

Our work in this paper is also related to the research field
of Web mining, especially spatially and temporally. Tezuka et
al. [14] proposed a time-specific regional web search engine
that enables users to retrieve both spatially and temporally
restricted information from the Web. Kurashima et al. [15]
proposed a system that extracts association rules between
locations, time periods, and types of experiences as visitors’
experiences from Weblog entries.

VI. CONCLUSION

As public spaces are made smarter by various information
communication technologies, we might unexpectedly enter
the public spaces that have our unfavorable characteristics
(e.g., degrees of dismal and danger) and/or our unwanted
information resources. Therefore, we have aimed at making
Smart Spaces always secure in the real world and defined
Secure Spaces in our previous works. In this paper, we
proposed a method to extract information for making access or
entry decisions in Secure Spaces from very large text corpora
such as the Web, especially the Weblog, and also improved
our previous architecture of Secure Spaces and mechanism
of space entry control by adding the concept of the Weblog
sensor, in order to enables users to more flexibly specify
their access policies by keyword-based expressions. Several
experimental results showed the potential of the Weblog sensor
for access decision-making in Secure Spaces to some extent.
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